THE C-19 JAB IS CONTAGIOUS TO THE UNVAXXED. ("SHEDDING ”)
a.) Pfizer officially admits in their documents that the experimental mRNA (gene-altering
shots) are SUPER Spreaders that transmit disease to the unvaxxed. During Pfizer's clinical
trials, it's termed "occupational exposure."
b.) Self-Spreading Vaccines Johns Hopkins University Center for Health Security, page 45
"The most practical and useful application of selfspreading vaccines would be to control disease spread in
wild animal populations (also known as sylvatic spread). A
vaccine would be administered to a few selected animals in
hotspots among target populations, including nonhuman
primates, bats, or rodents. The vaccine would then spread
within the target population, eliminating the need to
vaccinate each animal. Successful disease control in animal
populations could limit the number"… "In the event of a
grave public health threat, self-spreading vaccines could
potentially be used to broadly inoculate human populations.
Like the approach in animals, only a small number of vaccinated individuals would be
required in order to confer protection to a larger susceptible population, thus eliminating the
need for mass vaccination"…

--------------------------c.) Dr. Baker - stay away from the vaccinated - this is the 2021 version of leprosy:
"Messes up your menstrual cycle, causing blood clots, and stops your reproductive
system…It's a Population reduction shot": https://www.bitchute.com/video/wt2iltMVuPTK/

--------------------------d.)
Dr. Larry Pavelskey explains the truth about what is happening with the genealtering shot. He exposes and explains in very simple to understand terms the complete details
of how this gene-altering shot works. …
"People around the injected people who have not been injected, are
getting the symptoms of Covid, in addition to miscarriages, bleeding,
irregular menstrual cycles…[the shot] cause[s] the body to make an

antibody against the male and female reproductive systems because those proteins in the
male and female reproductive systems had similar instructions to the spike protein. …So
what we're seeing in women who get the injection is a very large, hundreds-of-percent
increase (500% – 600%) in miscarriages and stillbirths of their babies, all being reported
to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS). "what we are seeing is women
who are around others who've been injected have the same experience"… Hit the link: then
scroll down until you see this: time code 9:45
https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/04/28/world-doctors-warning-stay-away-from-the-vaxxed/

--------------------------e.) Sadly, on this one, I have personal knowledge of my family member who was with her
friend who had received the shot. Shortly after, my family member (age 14) started having
THREE monthly periods. The Shedding then hit her mom, who was pregnant at the time.
Shortly after, she had a miscarriage, just as many did in the Dr. Pavelskey and Dr. Baker clips
above.

f.)

https://thevaccinereaction.org/2022/07/the-threat-of-self-spreadingvaccines/#.YwAImv2dlf8.gmailIt may sound like the plot of a science fiction movie, but

U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded scientists have been secretly working
on genetically-engineered live virus vaccines, which they refer to as "contagious"
vaccines, that can transmit vaccine strain viruses through a population on
their own. The vaccines are so contagious that only five percent of the population
would need to receive the shot, while the other 95 percent would be passively vaccinated
through vaccine strain infection, shedding, and transmission.
[Our research indicated a portion of the shot could spread to an unvaxxed within the first
ten days of being near someone who had received the shot. However, there is no
time limit if there's bodily fluid transmitted from a vaxxed to an unvaxxed.]

A "contagious" vaccine would spread swiftly as people come in close contact with body
fluids of a recently vaccinated person, such as saliva or nasal secretions, like when a
person sneezes or coughs, inhales droplets or kisses someone infected with a cold or
influenza virus.1 Spurred by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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If you know someone who received the shot, they may be able to detox part of it out. Below is
the information we've found on this subject.
ICU Intubated Covid Patients
Healed Within Hours When Treated with Glutathione and NAC.
Example from Dr. Ricardo Delgado
"We have seen clinical trials with hundreds of patients in the ICU, on a respirator and
intubated, practically on the verge of death. With bilateral pneumonia caused by the spread of
graphene oxide and subsequent 5G radiation in the lung plaques. Well, this diffuse stain in
these patients is symmetrical, which would not happen with a biological agent since it would
be rather asymmetrical, for example, when there is a pneumococcal infection, right? In that
case, a diffuse stain usually appears in one part of the lung, but not in another, not in both
symmetrically. When treated with glutathione via direct intravenous —or even orally as well—
or with N-acetylcysteine (NAC) 600 mg or higher doses, people within hours began to recover
their oxygen saturation."
Combined with Zinc, NAC is an essential antioxidant used to degrade graphene oxide. Dr. Ricardo
Delgado says he has personally helped people affected by magnetism after vaccination with these
two antioxidants. This is in people with two doses of the Pfizer jab or Moderna who have become
magnetic; after these supplements, they no longer have this symptom.
• N-acetylcysteine (NAC) 600 to 900mg per day & Zinc 30 to 50mg. per day.
You can acquire this from your local vitamin store.
A study published in PubMed reveals that biocompatible NAC reduces Graphene Oxide,
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30892320/ also: https://www.bitchute.com/video/aAFq0v6lpKbK/
• Ivermectin (safer than Tylenol) destroys parasites, Graphene Oxide, and Graphene
hydroxide from causing 1,000 razor-type blade cuts in your veins, which become blood clots.
Explained in time code 100: ttps://www.bitchute.com/video/uVMK12npr52D/
• Also, hit this link & scroll down to the list.
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/12/doctor-finds-treatment-for-vaxx-victims-sees-major-improvement-in-blood/
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